Chemicals Case Studies
Case Study #1 (Scope Development, Project Management, Process Safeguards)
The Client manufactured an industrial chemical that was highly reactie and had the potental for
sensitzaton of the local workforce. A soluton was needed to reduce the potental for worker ewposure
and OSHA recordable incidents. TAS completed Scope Deielopment and Project Management for a
project which was implemented to successfully resolie this ($15MM TIC), with the project team also
being awarded an internal company award.
Case Study #2 (Relief Valve Study and Installaton, Project Management)
Client facility had a full shut down scheduled and had identied oier 700 relief ialies to be checked for
proper sizing and/or due for recerticaton. A HAZOP had identied additonal scenarios that needed to
be checked with some of those resultng in new relief ialie installatons. TAS oiersaw the completon of
the asset study and onsite installaton project (738 relief ialies being either installed as new or
remoied, recalibrated and reinstalled), safely, on tme and on budget.
Case Study #3 (Process Improvement, Installaton Planning and Oversight, Project Management)
Client’s facility required a signiicant increase in dust collecton capacity and efciency with the
installaton to be completed during an upcoming scheduled turnaround. TAS’s deliierable objectie was
to design and install 2 dust collectors that would proiide ~4w the capacity of the preiious units. This
required substantal technical and ewecutonal eeort as the units and structural supports were to be
located on top of twin 165’ tall producton silos, within a 1-day installaton window. The TAS team
identied iarious items to eliminate potental problems, and the installaton was seamlessly completed
within the window with no safety issues and on budget. The project was later cited as an ewample of
good project management with ewcellent alignment between operatons and engineering.
Case Study #4 (Due Diligence, Business Strategy, Sensitvity Analysis, Commercial Performance)
The client needed a new and improied approach to pricing and incenties within their Commodity
Chemical Business as the industry landscape was changing rapidly due to a new and eeectie market
entrant. TAS completed due diligence and a business reiiew and then deieloped a reiised pricing and
monthly incenties model for the client. Upon deployment, the reiised pricing model resulted in iolume
gains, with associated improiements in manufacturing efciency and EBITDA. Implementaton has also
helped client maintain an adiantaged sole supplier positon with a key customer (ialued at $6MM/yr).

